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The month in view

Coming up………..

• New cheetah monitoring
• Wild dog exit
• Nyala vet treatments 
• Reserve work
• Conservation & sightings
• The wanderer returns
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Throughout August & September “The Diving duikers” & “Buffalo 
Soldiers” were with us. Volunteers were from England, France, The 
Netherlands, Mexico, Spain and South Africa.  

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

The Wanderer returns

In December 2014, a rival coalition of
male lions marched up Marula cutline
and fought for the territory of the
Askari pride. At the time it was being
ruled by brothers ‘Gwala’ and
‘Tembe’. ‘Gwala’ was killed in that
take over and ‘Tembe’ had no choice
but to flee….far to the south of the
reserve. Well this month he returned,
back to his old territory and he seems
to mean business! We started to hear
the call of a territorial male and soon
managed to track him down. We have
seen him scent marking too so it looks
like he is out to impress the ladies of
the Askari pride.

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Remember to ‘follow’ us on Twitter to receive daily sightings and project tweets. Follow 
#Askarivolunteer
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Fence painting continued along our fence lines
to protect from termite attack and rust.

Reserve work & Projects

The cleaning of a reservoir on Langa langa was
completed with mud and algae build-up being
removed.

The Nyala breeding camps received their monthly
clean out with both the feeding bays and water
troughs being treated. Fence removal took place on
the southern fence of the Buffalo camp where we
found an old farming fence. Plenty of wire, Y
standards and droppers were removed.
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Follow the Askari blog and be the first to read new entries and updates. You can 
subscribe at http://www.askarivolunteers.com

Nyala dartings

Vet Dr Peter Rogers was called in twice this month to help nyalas in need. The first was a young male and
the second one of our breeding bulls. Sadly the young male did not survive but the older bull was treated
for a leg sprain and recovered well after treatment.

Wild dogs
The team spent some time this month monitoring
the White backed vulture nests on the reserve.
With historical records of nesting sites we like to
check each year which ones are in use and which
are rearing chicks. Some pairs may start the season
but then abandon halfway through which is also
important to monitor.
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Vulture nesting
After one final sighting, the wild dog pack decided
they were finished with their time on the reserve
and left the perimeter fence. As excellent diggers it
is impossible to keep them in and with such large
home-ranges they spread far and wide. Having
joined with 4 new dogs, it was suggested that the
lion pressure on the reserve likely caused them to
move on and find safer ground for denning.

http://www.askarivolunteers.com/
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 
sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP

As with the Sable and Nyala, young male buffalo need to be removed from the captive breeding herd at a
certain age. This is because they run the risk of being a threat to the breeding bull and therefore stand a
chance of being attacked. This month we therefore embarked on the task of moving young male buffaloes
out of the breeding camp and into the open buffalo camp system. All went well with the anaesthetics and
using great team work and a lot of muscle we moved 4 buffalo throughout the month. We will continue
with others in the coming weeks.

New female cheetah monitoring
Throughout August and September we followed up on our newly released female cheetah ‘Midnight’. With
almost daily visits we were able to monitor her progress and keep a close eye on her diet. For the first few
weeks we offered supplementary food as she honed her hunting skills. Words can’t describe the elation and
relief from the team when we therefore found her with her first own kill. The victim was a male impala –
fully grown and she went from strength to strength from there making more and more kills including
reedbuck and nyala. Things are looking great for her release.
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Buffalo relocation

http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP
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Read what other Askarians have to say or add your own review to Askari on Trip Advisor. 
http://www.tripadvisor.com and search ‘Askari Wilderness Conservation Programme’

Sightings throughout the month were fantastic. ‘Kusala’ and her cub provided our main cheetah sightings
in the open system. There was a small breeding herd of elephants and some bulls around and lion
sightings were great. One morning at Klip pan we found ‘Mumu’s’ youngsters stalking zebra. On another
evening at the Pidwa/Langa fence we followed the Askari pride. They momentarily stopped to watch a
honey badger in Langa langa and a few minutes later came face to face with a Brown hyaena! Spotted
hyaenas were also seen and even a very beautiful female leopard on one of our morning drives.
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Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings

http://www.tripadvisor.com/

